
PUBLIC TEAM DESCRIPTIONS 

SUNDAY TEAMS 

Welcome Team - Community Hub 
First impressions really do mean the world and we want everybody who walks             
through our doors to feel like they are so glad they came. Welcome team              
create the family atmosphere we want everyone to experience at Public           
Church by warm smiles, hand shakes and engaging eye contact that lets            
people know we are really happy to see them.  

Host Team - Ushering 
As the Host Team, we set the atmosphere the moment people come through             
the door. We are responsible for seating people and ensuring that a great             
atmosphere is maintained throughout the entire service. We are ultimately          
there to usher people into the presence of God.  

Kids 
Public Kids is a creative, loving, encouraging and safe environment where           
children ages 2 – 12 encounter Jesus and grow in their relationship with Him.              
Our highest value is that they are launched into their destiny through a             
personal encounter with Jesus Christ. We want to explore God’s word           
together and for it to change them as much as it has changed us. We want                
faith to be birthed in their souls, that will last them a lifetime.  

Kids Check In 
Kids check in is in the first point of contact for families with children who are                
attending Public Kids. We are there to welcome families, connect with parents            
and engage with children as well as being responsible for ensuring all children             
have been signed up to and/or checked in to our electronic system before             
entering Public Kids. 

Prayer Team 
Our prayer team is made up of faith filled people who have a passion for               
intercessory type prayer. They specifically pray over the needs of our Public            
church family and well as the needs of Public Church. Prayer requests may             
be sent via our website or from our Living Rooms.  

Media 
a.Photography
The photography team shoots footage and images to tell stories and to           
creatively capture the atmosphere of our Sunday services and events. The          
photography team is for skilled photographers who have their own equipment.



 
b. Screens 
When something is done well, you hardly notice it’s there. Screens is one             
such important job. We highly value our team who sit at the desk, being the               
bringer of information to our screens, whether it be words for praise and             
worship, oinformation during mc time or notes during the preach. Visuals are            
so important to help communicate a range of things to people.  
 
Worship 
One of our core values is building an atmosphere of faith and worship is key               
to this. Our growing team of experienced musicians and vocalists would love            
to continue to expand, so if you have a gift in this area, we’d love to hear from                  
you.  
 
 
Production 
The purpose of our production team is: “to create life-changing moments           
through the fusion of technical and creative arts.” Our mission is to lead             
people into a growing relationship with Jesus Christ by creating a dynamic            
environment for authentic worship and to effectively enhance, complement         
and serve the worship, word, and pastoral ministries of our church. There            
areas where you can serve in this team are: multimedia operator, lighting            
technician, camera operator, video switcher, LED screen operator. 
 
Service Management 
As the Service Management Team, our heart is to ensure that each service            
runs incredibly smoothly so that the atmosphere created can in turn impact            
the lives of everyone who enters Public Church. We are here to ensure that              
the logistical happenings of each service, are completed correctly and          
efficiently during every service. 
WHY? Because by playing our small part, the entire service comes together           
to create an atmosphere like no other, which ultimately creates an opportunity            
where people can encounter Jesus. We do what we do to ensure everyone            
has a wonderful experience at Public Church. 
 
Sound/Lighting  
Part of the technical team, this team runs the sound desk, and incorporates             
configuration, sound checks, engineering and operation during our services.  
 
Venue Safety 
The Venue Safety team ensures that every person at Public Church is safe             
and comfortable on a Sunday. We create a safe and protected environment            
for the people of our church. Venue Safety team especially look out for our              
elderly,  nursing mothers and physically impaired Public Family. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
OTHER TEAMS 
 
Creative – Media, Graphic design, Creative writing  
Creative is the Visual Creatives of Public Church. We certainly march to the             
beat of our own drum and invite ‘rule breaking’ and cutting edge people into              
this space. We make, create & innovate through any means possible - media,             
graphic design & social media.  
There is also space for people with a gift and passion to write, as we have our                 
own imprint PUBLICation. 
 
 
Living Room Leaders 
Living Rooms are the smaller spaces of Public Church.  They are where our 
more intimate connections are found outside of our larger gatherings.  Living 
rooms are not so much a place as a space, a home for the soul.  
Living Rooms are hosted in a range of places, from cafes to homes, mid week 
on a fortnightly basis. 
They are also the heartbeat of Public Pastoral Care.  So if you love caring for 
people, this space is perfect for you.  
 
 
Events 
As the Events team, we take care of any church event creatively 
and aesthetically. We bring the spirit of excellence to every event that takes 
place in the life of our church. Events cover a variety of things such as Easter, 
Christmas & Conference just to name a few. We love people who have an 
eye for detail and passionate about making events feel and look amazing. 
 
 
Business Leaders  
This is a group of people who have the spiritual gift of giving (Romans 12:6-8),               
feel called and equipped to see their businesses grow so they can generate             
finance and give generously to Kingdom purposes and of seeing the vision of             
Glow Church move forward. Financial leaders have the opportunity to meet           
two or three times a year with the leadership to be inspired, encouraged and              
to hear openly about the needs or projects within Public that they may feel led               
to contribute to.  
 
Public Youth 
We believe in youth so much that we launched Public Youth even before the              
church. Having Lead Pastors who lead National Youth Alive, this is a huge             
focus of our church. Public Youth is about providing an atmosphere where            
our young people encounter Jesus and are discipled in a personal and life             
changing environment. If youth is your passion, this is definitely the space for             
you.  
 



 
 
Public NBHD 
Public NBHD is the young adult community of Public Church. Hundreds are            
finding authentic, raw and very real community here at the NBHD. They meet             
regularly in Living Rooms as well as events such as Neighbourhood Nights. If             
you’d like to get involved, this is an area of incredible growth and momentum              
within the life of Public.  
 
Red Frogs X The Neighbourhood 
Every Thursday night the Neighbourhood team provide pancakes to         
Griffith university students in partnership with Red Frogs. Our heart          
behind uni ministry is serving the student body, and connecting young           
adults to a local church community where they can continue their spiritual            
development as they pursue their studies.  




